Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 5-7

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 2h
MotoAdventure time! Mate80Pro's support for super slow-mo video capture allows you to capture your day with exquisite detail.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 4h
Say goodbye to skincare woes with a selfie. #TechForward

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 6h
Let's foster a symbiotic relationship between the environment and civilization. @topherwhite

"For us, we are entirely dependent upon the infrastructure that's there. What we do is dependent upon telephone networks, it's dependent upon networks that can get the data from one place to another, and making those partnerships. I do think there's a future where the environment and civilization can co-exist next to each other."

Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA
This week we've got Neil Sahota running a #TechTuesday Q&A on #AIforGood on his channel. Tune in there at 2:00 p.m. ET on 12/8.

#TECHTUESDAY

AI FOR GOOD Q&A with Neil Sahota
Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law

December 8, at 2:00 p.m. ET

Back in 2014, we thought the connected car market would really take off in 2022. But what are some of the challenges that automobile manufacturers, mobile operators, and software engineers still face? Learn more.

How Far Is Connected Car?
The Practice Head of Analysys Mason's Networks and Enterprise Research division provides an overview of...

What's your favorite color of Mate40Pro?

Black
White
Yellow
Green

Virtualization is opening our eyes to new ways of communication and functioning.

“This pandemic has impacted us in ways in which we’re wanting to track things that we’ve never thought about tracking before. Virtualization is at its highest growth ever and that’s

Craig Brown
Big Data Thought Leader
She can't see with her eyes, but she can with her hearing. Here's how Jamaliah captures her best photos with AI. #SeasonOfGiving

tinyurl.com/Jamy758

While the rising adoption of digital services is certainly a response to the global pandemic, this solution is here to stay, reshaping our future.

From survive to thrive, working together for a better...
For most of us, 2020 has been a year of almost dramatic almost traumatic change. As individuals, o...
capitalfm.co.ke

Serving more than 170 regions, Huawei's inclusive HMS ecosystem offers a wide array of applications and services designed for its global users.

Be the change that you wish to see in the world. Find ways to support causes like #TECH4ALL on #InternationalVolunteerDay.

Distance learning has made it hard to keep students engaged, but City Year New York and AmeriCorps members are doing great work to try and make it a little easier. #SeasonOfGiving

How the nonprofit City Year New York is helping kids thrive during the pandemic

Ready for an adventure? Capture every moment with the Mate40.
Better World Summit 2020
How to Release the IP Network Capability and Enjoy the Ultimate Experience of 5G & Cloud Network?

3 Days Left
© December 10 to 11, 2020

Register Now

Huawei Carrier Business

Huawei’s #BWS is in 3 days and it’s not an event you want to miss! #5G and cloud are hot topics, but do you know what they're capable of when used in business? ... See More

Huawei USA

This week we’ve got Neil Sahota running a *TechTuesday Q&A on AI FOR GOOD on his Twitter page. Tune in there at 2:00 p.m. ET on 12/8.

#TECHTUESDAY
AI FOR GOOD Q&A

with Neil Sahota
Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law
December 8, at 2:00 p.m. ET

This pandemic has impacted us in ways in which we're wanting to track things that we've never thought about tracking before. Virtualization is at its highest growth ever and that's

Craig Brown, Big Data Thought Leader

How has communications changed since the pandemic? Dr. Craig Brown shares more about #Virtualization. https://tinyurl.com/y59arh9m
Check out how Huawei's HiCar plans to drive the future of the automotive industry.

MOBILEGEeks.com

Huawei's HiCar is more ambitious than you think - Mobile Geeks
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Huawei USA
December 5 at 5:30 AM

Be the change that you wish to see in the world. On InternationalVolunteerDay, take a look and see how you can support organizations bringing about a more equitable world. #TECH4ALL

Volunteer - TECH4ALL - Huawei
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